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Choose to study with us and you’ll learn from award-
winning practitioners and influential researchers in  
one of the world’s most architecturally inspiring cities.

Our programmes carefully balance academic  
study with design work and professional 
experience. And, as a student you’ll take  
advantage of studios, workshops and library 
resources that are amongst the best in the UK.

All of our programmes include the opportunity 
to gain hands-on experience via work placement 
opportunities and our track record of producing 
award-winning graduates means you will be  
well prepared for a successful career when  
you graduate.

D r  R i c h a r d  A n d e r s o n
HEAD OF THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE & LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE (ESALA), EDINBURGH COLLEGE OF ART

WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL 
OF ARCHITECTURE  
& LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
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CORONAVIRUS UPDATE:  
NOVEMBER 2020

You can keep up-to-date  
with our learning and teaching 
plans for 2021 at: 

www.ed.ac.uk/news/covid-19

Please do continue to check  
this page for updates throughout 
the year.

http://www.ed.ac.uk/news/covid-19
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Unravel 02, Clara Elliot, MA (Hons) 
Landscape Architecture 2019.

OUR DEGREE 
PROGRAMMES

Single honours 4-year undergraduate  
degree programmes

 
MA/BA (Hons) Architecture  K100

MA (Hons) Architectural History  
& Heritage  VVH4

MA (Hons) Landscape Architecture  4J22

Joint honours 4-year undergraduate  
degree programmes

 
MA (Hons) Architectural History  
and Archaeology  VVH4

BEng/MEng (Hons)  
Structural Engineering  
with Architecture  H2K1/H2KC

MA (Hons) History of  
Art & Architectural History  V360

While our joint degree options are  
limited for Architecture, and for  
Architectural History and Heritage, joint 
degrees are a great way to study two 
subjects at the same time, while  
offering additional benefits: 

_  A joint degree qualification shows 
employers that you can work across  
a range of disciplines. 

_  You study two subjects and can choose 
courses from across both areas.  

Watch our video on joint degree  
programmes at:

www.edin.ac/joint-degrees 

http://www.edin.ac/joint-degrees


WHY CHOOSE ARCHITECTURE & 
ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY & HERITAGE 
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH?

1   Our architecture programmes 
are prescribed by the Architects 
Registration Board (ARB) and 
have full Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA) validation.

2   You will have opportunities to 
gain hands-on experience through 
embedded periods of integrated 
practice.

3   As a place of outstanding 
architectural interest and a 
designated UNESCO World  
Heritage Site, Edinburgh offers  
the perfect setting in which to  
study the built environment.

4   We’re ranked 1st in Scotland and 
in the UK’s top 15 universities for 
architecture/built environment in  
the QS World University Rankings  
by Subject 2019.

5   Our MA (Hons) Architectural  
History & Heritage programme  
is unique in the UK.

6   Our teaching is grounded in the 
research expertise and practice 
specialisms of our staff, which 
includes architects, designers,  
artists, engineers, computer  
scientists, historians and  
cultural theorists.
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 FROM AN ARCHITECTURE STUDENT’S POINT OF VIEW, 
EDINBURGH IS ONE OF THE MOST INSPIRING AND ENGAGING 
CITYSCAPES. IT PROMOTES AN ACTIVE LEARNING 
ENVIRONMENT WHILE OFFERING THE MOST VARIED  
AND BRILLIANT STUDENT ACTIVITIES. 

 

 
A n d r e  K o n g ,  ARCHITECTURE GRADUATE

WHY CHOOSE LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE AT THE  
UNIVERSITY OF EDINBURGH?

1   Our landscape architecture 
programme has full accreditation 
from the Landscape Institute (LI), 
the chartered body for the landscape 
profession in the UK.

2   You will develop professional 
experience though an integrated 
work placement which combines 
online learning with career 
experience, helping to prepare  
you for life in professional practice.

3   Core design studios involve 
fieldwork and site based design 
in landscapes where real world 
issues are manifest, offering 
students experience in dealing with 
complex environmental challenges 
that landscape architects have a 
prominent role in solving. 

4   Students on the MA programme 
can apply for direct access to the 
European Masters in Landscape 
Architecture (EMiLA), accredited by 
the Landscape Institute, providing a 
route into Europe’s most innovative 
programme in landscape architecture. 

5   Our students go on to achieve a high 
level of recognition and success and 
they regularly win the Landscape 
Institute’s Student Portfolio Prize 
and Student Dissertation Prize. 
Through the work of some of our 
recent graduates, we also won the 
title of ‘Best School’ at the Rosa Barba 
International Biennial of Landscape 
Architecture. 



INTRODUCTION  
TO YOUR DEGREE

Award/s

MA/BA (Hons) Architecture 

MA (Hons) Architectural History  
& Heritage

MA (Hons) Landscape Architecture

Location 

The University’s Central Area, or within 
Edinburgh College of Art (ECA)

Awarding body

The University of Edinburgh

Professional accreditation

Architecture MA & BA (Hons): 
RIBA Part 1 
ARB Prescription

Landscape Architecture MA (Hons): 
LI Part 3

Duration

3 years BA (Hons) 
4 years MA (Hons)

Academic year

Comprises two semesters:  
September to December  
January to May

Timetables

Usually available after your consultation 
with your Personal Tutor and option course 
selection in week 1, semester 1. Scheduled 
teaching can take place on any day of  
the week, but Wednesday afternoons  
are typically reserved for sport and  
cultural activity.

Studio is the backbone of both Architecture 
and Landscape Architecture education. 
Timetabling typically involves one full 
studio day, plus a half day involving  
lectures, events or related activities.

Reading lists

Your reading list will be available  
in September.

Studying abroad

We offer undergraduate students the 
opportunity to undertake a wide range 
of international experiences. Living and 
studying abroad can broaden your horizons, 
enhance your academic perspective and 
help you make the most of your time as an 
undergraduate student. There are a range  
of Go Abroad options available:

www.ed.ac.uk/global/go-abroad

The benefits of a 4-year degree programme

Edinburgh offers flexible four-year honours 
degree programmes. The four-year degree 
programme offers a range of advantages.

In first and second years, you can study 
subjects outside your key discipline, before 
specialising in third and fouth year. This 
allows you to develop a breadth, as well 
as a depth, of knowledge, expanding your 
academic range and enhancing your  
student experience. 

The four-year degree offers you the 
opportunity to study abroad, even for 
non-language learners. Your final honours 
years three and four allow you to focus on 
your subject in depth, and the fourth year 
dissertation – comprising a piece of original 
research – represents the culmination of 
your degree and the demonstration of your 
abilities as an independent scholar. 

The added experience and intellectual 
depth acquired over four years is widely 
recognised and greatly valued by employers.

Everything you need to know about electives

For most of our degrees, because of the four-
year degree structure, you have the chance 
to take a number of electives outside your 
key discipline in your first and second year. 
There are a wide range of courses to choose 
from. 

Your choice might be based on enhancing 
or complementing your degree – or you 
may choose something totally unrelated – 
based purely on interest. It’s a good idea to 
consider courses you might be interested in 
before you arrive. 

In Welcome Week, the Academic Fair is a 
chance to see all the courses on offer and 
discuss them in more depth. Your Personal 
Tutor can also advise you on your choices 
when you meet them in the first weeks of 
semester one.

Some of our electives offered recently 
included:

_ Design Thinking and Digital Crafting

_ On Drawing

_ On Colour in Architecture

_  Landscapes of Abandonment and 
Inhabitation

_ 3D and Animated Design

_ Environmental Art
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ARCHITECTURE BA/MA (HONS) 
DETAILED DEGREE CONTENT

Architecture’s scope is more than 
technical, environmental or historic 
expertise. Studying and practising 
architecture has the potential to shape 
culture, aspiration and community, to 
deepen our experience of the modern 
world and to imagine our futures.

In Architecture, you will learn from leading 
architectural practitioners and researchers 
through architectural design exploration and 
proposition. Thematic approaches to briefs 
and sites are informed by theoretical and 
practical knowledge.

Our MA (Hons) and BA Architecture 
programmes are both prescribed by the 
Architects Registration Board (ARB) and 
validated by the Royal Institute of British 
Architects (RIBA Part 1).

www.eca.ed.ac.uk/architecture-bama 

Year 1

In first year, you will learn about the 
principles of architectural design. You will 
work on projects that look at architectural 
elements and assembly in different 
contexts. At the same time you will be 
taught the fundamentals of technology and 
environment, art and design practice and 
architectural history.

You will study with landscape architecture 
and structural engineering students, as well 
as your felow architecture students.

Year 2

Second year works towards integrating your 
developing design skills in more complex 
and rewarding urban contexts with more 
ambitious building programme briefs. It 
includes a field trip to a European city  
where design projects are situated.

You will continue to apply your knowledge 
of technology and environment to your 
design work. You will also take an elective 
that allows you to broaden your learning in 
subjects across the University. Electives may 
follow a structured programme pathway in 
architectural histories or digital culture.

At the end of second year, you can select 
whether you wish to take the three-year  
BA or four-year MA honours programme.

Year 3

If you follow the BA route, you will study 
design and its cultural and technical contexts. 
A series of thematically directed design 
studio options enables you to consolidate a 
specific exploration and appropriate tectonic 
resolution at a deeper level, alongside 
courses in architectural theory, professional 
practice and logistics, and develop, curate 
and present an academic portfolio. 

If you follow the MA (Hons) route you will 
be enrolled in a full honours programme, 
with an integrated practice working period, 
where you study through distance learning 
as you gain professional experience. In this 
year, you will be able to develop your own 
personal interests in architecture with a 
range of exploratory studio options within 
the design courses.

Both the three-year BA and the four-year  
MA (Hons) routes allow you to attain  
a RIBA Part 1 qualification.

Year 4

In fourth year, following the period of 
integrated practice working, as an MA 
(Hons) student, you will return to a 
humanities semester to complete a self-
directed dissertation and choose an elective 
from across the University. Electives may 
follow a structured programme pathway  
in architectural histories or digital culture.

In semester 2 you will choose a further 
architectural design studio project, with 
emphasis on tectonic resolution, to complete 
an immersive design project, a course in 
logistics and develop, curate and present  
an academic portfolio.

Further information

You can find more detailed information 
on all our Architecture degrees on the 
online Degree Finder, including detailed 
information on programme structure and 
entry requirements:

www.ed.ac.uk/ug/16
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EXAMPLE YEAR BY YEAR  
ARCHITECTURE DEGREE CONTENT

Please note that this timetable is an 
example from 2019 entry to MA (Hons) 
Architecture and is subject to change. 

If you would like to see examples of courses 
for alternative degrees in Edinburgh College 
of Art, please visit:

https://edin.ac/32XRxTu

Year 3

Compulsory courses:

Architectural Design:  
Explorations  40 credits

Architectural Theory  20 credits

Architectural Practice:  
Reflection  20 credits

Architectural Practice:  
Working Learning  40 credits

Year 4

Compulsory courses:

Architecture Dissertation  40 credits

Architectural Design: Logistics  10 credits

Architectural Design: Tectonics  40 credits

Academic Portfolio: Part 1  10 credits

Plus 20 credits of option courses from the 
following:

3D and Animated Design  20 credits

Landscapes of Abandonment  
and Inhabitation  20 credits

Environmental Art  20 credits

Structure and Architecture:  
The Birth of the Design Team  20 credits

Building Simulation Principles  20 credits

Early Modern Architecture Across  
Media   20 credits

Or 20 credits of option courses cross  
the College of Arts, Humanities and  
Social Science.

* Examine Ancient Egyptian, Greek, and Roman 
architecture, the architecture of the Middle Ages, 
Islam, Pre-Columbian America, and the first 
great re-evaluation of Antiquity in the Italian 
Renaissance. This course seeks to survey the 
Renaissance in Britain and Northern Europe and 
the subsequent influence of the Italian Baroque 
in these areas. Additional significant cultural 
traditions in the history of architecture are  
also studied, such as those of India, China, and 
Japan. Throughout the course the development  
of building technology and the social, religious, 
and political understanding of buildings are 
recurring themes. Excursions into the related 
fields of landscape architecture and urban design 
are also explored. 

Year 1

Compulsory courses:

Architectural Design: Elements  20 credits

Art and Design  20 credits

Architectural Design: Assembly  20 credits

Technology and Environment:  
Principles  20 credits

Architectural History 1A:  
Introduction to World  
Architecture   20 credits*

Architectural History 1B:  
Revivalism to Modernism   20 credits

Year 2

Compulsory courses:

Architectural Design: In Place  20 credits

Architectural Design: Any Place  20 credits

Technology and Environment 2A:  
Building Environment  20 credits

Technology and Environment 2B:  
Building Fabric  20 credits

Urbanism and the City:  
Past to Present  20 credits

Plus 20 credits of option courses across the 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social 
Science.
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Architecture studio.  
Photo: Ben Schmulevitch
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ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY  
& HERITAGE MA (HONS)  
DETAILED DEGREE CONTENT

Architecture has the capacity to  
help explore wider social, cultural, 
political and economic themes.  
Our undergraduate programme in 
Architectural History and Heritage  
is rooted in this potential and places  
the history of architecture and fine  
art within the context of urbanism  
and the cultural history of cities. 

You will develop a broad understanding  
of the field, including knowledge of  
heritage and conservation issues and  
practice, and have the opportunity to  
look in depth at particular periods, 
movements and theories of architecture  
and the wider built environment from 
ancient times to the present.

Our degree is the only undergraduate 
programme focused entirely on the  
history of architecture anywhere in Europe, 
and it remains the only one in the UK. 

www.eca.ed.ac.uk/architectural- 
history-heritage-ma

Year 1

You will begin with an introductory 
course covering the development of the 
built environment from earliest times 
to the present. Compulsory courses in 
Year 1 include Architectural History 1A: 
Introduction to World Architecture, and 
Architectural History 1B: Revivalism to 
Modernism. In addition to this, you will 
have 80 credits of electives to take from 
across the wider College of Arts, Humanities 
and Social Science. 

Year 2

The programme builds up in second year 
by broadening out to consider the city as a 
social and cultural phenomenon. You will 
also take a course dealing specifically with 
techniques and practices concerning heritage 
management and conservation.

Compulsory courses in Year 2 include 
Architectural History and Heritage in 
Practice, and Urbanism and the City: Past 
to Present. In addition to this, you will have 
40 credits of electives to take from across 
Edinburgh College of Art. 

Year 3

You will study Texts & Theories in Western 
Architecture and have the opportunity to 
deepen your study of the built environment 
by taking a number of specialist electives in 
the history of architecture, ranging from the 
Medieval period, through the early and late 
modern periods, into the twentieth century.

You will also undertake a specialist 
building archaeology course that will 
teach historic building identification and 
recording techniques, as well as translation 
and analysis of this data in digital format. 
In addition, you will undertake a work 
placement where you will gain first-hand 
experience of conservation in practice.

Year 4

Specialist honours courses are chosen on 
the same basis as third year. You will also 
complete a major supervised research 
dissertation on a topic of your choosing.

Further information

You can find more detailed information 
on all our Architecture degrees on the 
online Degree Finder, including detailed 
information on programme structure  
and entry requirements:

www.ed.ac.uk/ug/16

http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/architectural-history-heritage-ma
http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/architectural-history-heritage-ma
http://www.ed.ac.uk/ug/16
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Ardeer Island Nature Park, Marion 
Lindqvist, MA (Hons) Landscape 
Architecture 2019.
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LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE MA (HONS)  
DETAILED DEGREE CONTENT

Landscape architects plan and design 
spaces and places. They work across 
a diverse range of environments from 
urban to rural, and at scales ranging 
from the garden to the region. 

If you’re creative and passionate about 
improving the environment for the  
benefit of people and nature, this 
programme is for you.

Landscape architecture is a synthetic 
discipline that draws on the interface 
between art and design, and the physical, 
natural and social sciences, to creatively 
reinvent landscapes as places with meaning. 

The programme allows you to develop your 
individual design skills through core courses, 
supported by parallel courses that elaborate 
on theoretical and technical aspects, allowing 
students to integrate specialist knowledge 
and skills to develop an advanced 
appreciation of landscapes.

Our programme is accredited by the 
Landscape Institute, providing students  
with the basis to become Chartered Members 
of the Landscape Institute. This accreditation 
is recognised internationally, allowing 
students the opportunity to work in  
Europe and beyond.

www.eca.ed.ac.uk/landscape-
architecture-ma 

Year 1

Design work focuses on the principles of 
landscape architecture including spatial 
concepts, exploration, function, planning 
and representation. You will also study 
techniques of drawing, IT, art practices  
and theories of physical geography, 
architectural and landscape history and 
landscape construction. You will study  
with architecture students on some courses.

Year 2

Design work becomes more focused  
and complex. You will take courses which 
focus on landscape planning and the study 
of urban landscapes, with a particular 
emphasis on urban design and urban 
regeneration. Studio work is supported by 
contemporary landscape theory, applied 
landscape theory and technical courses 
covering aspects of detailed design.

Year 3

Design work focuses on complex landscape 
systems, with exploration of related 
landscape research topics. In semester  
1 you will take an option from a suite  
of landscape architecture courses or  
from the wider University. 

In semester 2 you will undertake a practice 
working period usually in a landscape 
architecture practice with three associated 
distance learning courses.

Year 4

Design courses advance depth of exploration 
and resolved proposition, with focus on 
increasingly self-directed work. You will  
also complete a self-directed dissertation 
and compile a carefully curated academic 
portfolio.

Further information

You can find more detailed information 
on all our Architecture degrees on the 
online Degree Finder, including detailed 
information on programme structure  
and entry requirements:

www.ed.ac.uk/ug/61

http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/landscape-architecture-ma
http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/landscape-architecture-ma
http://www.ed.ac.uk/ug/61


EXAMPLE YEAR BY YEAR  
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE  
DEGREE CONTENT

Please note that this timetable is an 
example from 2019 entry to MA (Hons) 
Landscape Architecture and is subject  
to change. 

If you would like to see examples of courses 
for alternative degrees in Edinburgh College 
of Art, please visit:

http://edin.ac/32XRxTu

Year 3

Compulsory courses:

Landscape Architecture  
Design 3  40 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Placement: Design  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Placement: Research  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Placement: Professional Practice  20 credits

Plus 20 credits of option courses  
from the following:

3D and Animated Design  20 credits

Landscapes of Abandonment  
and Inhabitation  20 credits

Environmental Art  20 credits

Technology & Environment 3  20 credits

Or 20 credits of option courses cross the 
College of Arts, Humanities and Social 
Science.

Year 4

Compulsory courses:

Landscape Architecture  
Design 4A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Design 4B  40 credits

Academic Portfolio:  
Landscape Architecture  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Dissertation  40 credits

* The course explores detailed design in landscape 
architecture and how hard and soft materials 
can be applied in practice. This includes the 
integration of structural components as part 
of the resolution of a detailed design brief. You 
will develop a practical understanding of how 
construction, structural components, levels and 
gradients, and planting work in the context of 
a detailed design. Project work communicates a 
detailed design proposal graphically using a range 
of appropriate drawing techniques. 

Year 1

Compulsory courses:

Landscape Architecture  
Design 1A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Design 1B  20 credits

Art and Design  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Theory 1A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Theory 1B  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Techniques 1  20 credits*

Year 2

Compulsory courses:

Landscape Architecture  
Design 2A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Design 2B  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Theory 2A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Theory 2B  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Techniques 2A  20 credits

Landscape Architecture  
Techniques 2B  20 credits

22 23

http://edin.ac/32XRxTu
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Architecture Degree Show. 
Photo: Gareth Easton.



When you arrive you will be assigned  
a Personal Tutor who can offer 
assistance and advice throughout  
your academic journey, including 
advice on choosing your option courses, 
what to do if you need to take time 
out, or need advice when personal 
circumstances affect your work.

Architecture teaching

Studying architecture consists of a 
continuous series of design exercises and 
projects. You will have a studio to use as a 
centre for your studies along with access to 
workshops. Your work will be assessed on 
coursework, essays and examinations.

In your first year, you will study 
architectural history and the fundamentals  
of building construction, environmental 
design and sustainability. You will have 
weekly lectures and tutorials throughout  
the year in these subjects. You will also  
study design in the studio with co-ordinated 
studio teaching days every week, where 
studio tutors will provide practical  
support and guidance.

Throughout the year in conjunction  
with our school’s student society (EUSAS) 
you will benefit from a rolling programme  
of seminars from visiting architects who  
will present their work.

Architectural History and Heritage teaching

Architectural History & Heritage is taught 
through lectures and tutorials and is  
assessed by essays, examinations and  
class presentations.

During first and second year, you will be 
part of a vibrant community of up to 300 
students, drawn from all areas of interest 
and expertise, and will be supported from 
your first year by EUSAS, and have the 
opportunity to join our Peer Families  
from your second year.

Our community includes students from 
architecture, history of art, languages, history, 
English literature and civil engineering.

In your third and fourth years, there is the 
opportunity to undertake an internship with 
a museum, archive or historic environment 
agency. You will write a dissertation of  
10,000 words on a topic of your choosing  
in year four. 

TEACHING 
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Landscape Architecture teaching

Within Landscape Architecture, studio-based 
design teaching, often on a one-to-one basis, 
is central to the delivery of our programme.

Design solutions are then reviewed by staff 
and students during design critiques. Our 
degree programme has been organised to 
recognise and encourage self-directed study 
as you progress. You will also take part in 
lecture based teaching, including classes at 
the internationally renowned Royal Botanic 
Garden Edinburgh. Assessments are based 
on course work, essays and examinations.

Landscape Architecture has outstanding 
links to practice and the profession generally; 
several Landscape Architecture academics 
are award-winning practitioners themselves. 
Visiting practitioners regularly deliver 
coursework lectures and take part in crits. 
Additionally, throughout the year we host 
a seminar programme where practising 
landscape architects present their work.

Assessment

You will predominantly be assessed by  
a combination of coursework, portfolio  
work and presentations. Some courses are 
assessed by written essays and in fourth  
year there is a dissertation submission.



We are home to some of the best 
equipped workshop facilities in the UK, 
with extensive studio accommodation 
and a specialist library containing over 
20,000 books covering every aspect of 
architecture, architectural history and 
heritage, and landscape architecture.

Within our workshops you can work –  
weld, lathe, construct, vacuum form,  
drill or cut – with a wide range of materials. 
We also have digital rapid prototyping and 
computer-controlled laser-cutting, all with 
expert technical staff to provide practical 
assistance and support.

We offer dedicated computing facilities  
with a range of specialist software that 
include sophisticated 3D modellers such  
as Rhino, BIM packages and environmental 
simulation. This is complemented by a 
range of in-house scanning, plotting and 
printing facilities and access to photographic 
and video equipment, as well as dedicated 
editing suites.

Digital prototyping boards and equipment 
(Arduino and LoPy, used for interactive 
architecture projects) are available alongside 
photographic and video equipment in  
Minto House.

Our Matthew Gallery is used for reviews 
of your work, and also runs a varied and 
immersive series of exhibitions throughout 
the year. Our Art and Architecture Library 
is in Chambers Street and hosts a 
comprehensive and specialist collection  
of books, journals and digital images.

ECA offers a diverse range of studios and 
workshops, libraries and collections, and 
places to perform and show your work.

What’s more, we encourage creativity and 
skills development, so all of our college-wide 
technical facilities can be accessed through 
prior arrangement and discussion with 
relevant staff, irrespective of your  
core discipline. 

Model workshop

There are two model workshops within 
ECA, where you can work with machinery 
and hand tools for the cutting, shaping, and 
general fabrication of woods and metals. 
As well as an array of fixed machinery and 
hands-on tools, the workshops have laser 
cutting machines and 3D printers for precise 
modelling work. The research workshop 
also caters for larger construction projects, 
including fabric formed concrete.

Metal workshop

This workshop is equipped to deal with 
both large and small-scale projects, with 
a variety of hand tools, welding torches, 
and automated machinery for constructing 
prototypes and final pieces. You will be 
encouraged to develop manual skills such 
as welding and folding, as well as having 
access to the use of the steel guillotine 
and CNC plasma cutter, which cuts metal 
precisely based on work created in design 
software.

Wood workshop

This large wood workshop hosts a huge 
range of machinery and hand tools for the 
cutting, shaping, and general fabrication 
of woods, as well as metals, plastics, and 
cardboard. The work that goes on here can 
be for anything from architecture models 
and art pieces, to costume design and 
furniture products.

Explore all our facilities across ECA and 
virtual tours online at:

www.eca.ed.ac.uk/facilities 
www.eca.ed.ac.uk/tours

FACILITIES
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Wood workshop.  
Photo: Joseph Wilson. Metal workshop.Digital fabrication.

http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/facilities
http://www.eca.ed.ac.uk/tours


CAREERS
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Graduates from the Edinburgh 
School of Architecture and Landscape 
Architecture are highly sought after 
and can be found at work nationally 
and internationally, often holding 
highly influential positions in leading 
organisations around the world.

Architecture

Typically, students on the MA (Hons) 
Architecture programme proceed to the 
second degree required by the architecture 
profession for certification to practise as 
an architect. On completion of the second 
degree, graduates complete a period of 
practical training and then become registered 
architects, with professional recognition 
without restriction in the UK and Europe. 
While most graduates gain employment  
in private practice, others choose to  
work in allied professions, such as project 
management, graphic design, property,  
game design or architectural VR/
visualisation.

Architectural History & Heritage

Graduates from Architectural History 
& Heritage can be found working in 
conservation, land management, heritage 
and historical consultancy. They have 
also entered a wide range of professions 
connected to the built environment  
and humanities.

Landscape Architecture

Our graduates quickly gain employment 
primarily in private practice but also in local 
government and with public bodies such as 
Scottish Natural Heritage or the Countryside 
Agency. In the UK, usually after around 
two years, graduates take their Pathway to 
Chartership exams. Many of our graduates 
progress to leading positions in the field  
of landscape architecture worldwide. 

Our services

The University’s Career Service looks to 
enhance your university experience from  
the moment you arrive, not just in your  
final year, so we encourage new students to 
engage with our services from day one.

We offer:

_  A dedicated careers consultant for your 
School offering targeted information 
resources, newsletters and one-to-ones.

_  Information and advice in person via our 
drop-in centre in the Main Library, and 
available 24/7 via our websites, blogs  
and social media.

_  Careers consultations. 

_  CV and applications advice. 

_  Volunteering opportunities within  
the University and beyond it. 

_  Go Abroad opportunities. 

_  The Edinburgh Award – get recognition  
on your final transcript for additional  
work and extracurricular activities you’ve 
been part of during your time with us. 

_  Part-time and vacation jobs, internships, 
graduate jobs and more, via a dedicated  
job site.

www.ed.ac.uk/careers 

ECA Main Building. 
Photo: Nicky Regan.

Adam House.  
Photo: Federica Mentasti.

http://www.ed.ac.uk/careers


Looking for something alternative to 
architecture, landscape looked like it could 
be a fun, exciting, up-and-coming subject 
that dealt with a huge range of social, 
aesthetic and environmental issues.

Throughout the programme I was 
encouraged to be creative and to develop  
my own personal approach to design.  
I think this is one of the most rewarding 
elements of the course, the opportunity  
to think outside the box and create unique 
outputs in response to different landscapes 
in both local and international settings.

I had the opportunity to spend twelve 
months working at the renowned 
Edinburgh-based landscape architects, 
GROSS MAX. The placement allowed  
me to apply the skills I had learned over  
the previous three years to a real-life  
setting, like working on the massive 
Greenwich Peninsula development  
in London. This experience allowed  
me to develop both my design and  
graphic skills hugely, and prepared  
me for the intensity of the final year.

In my short three months in practice so far,  
I have been given the opportunity to work 
on a huge variety of projects ranging from  
a distillery in the Highlands, to the redesign 
and re-imagination of two streets in Glasgow 
as part of the Glasgow Avenues project.

The Landscape Architecture programme  
at ECA provides an amazing opportunity 
to be creative and develop your own style 
in the discipline. Seize this opportunity 
and make the most of being able to design 
without limits.

The MSc in Landscape Architecture has been 
replaced by the MA(Hons) in Landscape 
Architecture. This four-year undergraduate 
degree is fully accredited by the Landscape 
Institute.

ALUMNI PROFILE
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M o r b h e i n n  M c A l l i s t e r

Landscape Architecture 
MSc, 2018

Graduate Landscape 
Architect

  I HAD A FANTASTIC EXPERIENCE STUDYING LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE...  
I DIDN’T JUST GAIN SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE FROM THE PROGRAMME, I GAINED 
A COLLECTIVE OF LIFE-LONG FRIENDSHIPS WHICH HAVE CONTINUED TO THRIVE 
THROUGHOUT OUR TRANSITION INTO PRACTICE. 
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ESALA READING LIST
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Here are some selected books from our 
first year reading list for you to take the 
first step in to what it’s like to study 
architecture, landscape architecture and 
architectural history and heritage both 
practically and theoretically. 

The Death and Life of Great American Cities 
Jane Jacobs, 1993

The City Shaped: Urban Patterns and 
Meanings Through History 
Spiro Kostof, 1999

The Architect’s Pocket Book  
Jonathan Hetreed, Ann Ross  
& Charlotte Baden-Powell, 2017

The Landscape Architect’s Pocket Book  
Siobhan Vernon, 2013

Constructing Architecture 
Andrea Deplazes, 2018

Ecohouse: A Design Guide 
Sue Roaf, 2001

Planting: A New Perspective 
Piet Oudolf & Noel Kingsbury, 2013

Composing Landscapes: Analysis,  
Typology and Experiments for Design  
Clemens Steenbergen, 2008

Landscape: Pattern, Perception and Process  
Simon Bell, 2012

Contemporary Climatology 
P.J. Robinson & Ann Henderson-Sellers, 1999

ESALA Projects

www.esalaprojects.co.uk

Staff Blog

richardcoyne.com

Ted Talks

www.ted.com/talks/thom_mayne_on_
architecture_as_connection 

www.ted.com/talks/liz_diller_plays_with_
architecture/discussion?language=en

www.ted.com/talks/diebedo_francis_kere_
how_to_build_with_clay_and_community 

Films

www.imdb.com/title/tt1972646/ 
?ref_=ttls_li_tt 

Books 

Tanizaki’s ‘In Praise of Shadows´ 
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/In_Praise_of_Shadows 

ECA’s social media channels

 
www.instagram.com/edinburghcollegeofart

 
www.facebook.com/ECA.edinburgh

 
twitter.com/eca_edinburgh 
ESALA_Edinburgh

 
vimeo.com/channels/ecavideos

 
issuu.com/eca.march

 
www.linkedin.com/school/edinburgh-
college-of-art

ECA Library.  
Photo: Ben Shmulevitch.

http://www.esalaprojects.co.uk
http://richardcoyne.com
http://www.ted.com/talks/thom_mayne_on_architecture_as_connection
http://www.ted.com/talks/thom_mayne_on_architecture_as_connection
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http://www.ted.com/talks/liz_diller_plays_with_architecture/discussion?language=en
http://www.ted.com/talks/diebedo_francis_kere_how_to_build_with_clay_and_community
http://www.ted.com/talks/diebedo_francis_kere_how_to_build_with_clay_and_community
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1972646/ ?ref_=ttls_li_tt
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1972646/ ?ref_=ttls_li_tt
http://www.instagram.com/edinburghcollegeofart
http://www.facebook.com/ECA.edinburgh
http://twitter.com/eca_edinburgh ESALA_Edinburgh
http://twitter.com/eca_edinburgh ESALA_Edinburgh
http://vimeo.com/channels/ecavideos
http://issuu.com/eca.march


FREQUENTLY ASKED 
QUESTIONS

You’ll find more information online to some  
of the questions we get asked the most.

_  Where do I find degree programme listings  
and entry requirements?  
www.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/degrees 

_  Where can I find out about accommodation? 
www.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/accommodation 

_  Where do I find out about applying?  
www.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/apply 

_  Where do I find out about my offer?  
www.ed.ac.uk/studying/my-offer 

_  Where do I apply and track my application? 
www.ucas.com 

_  What financial support can I apply for? 
www.ed.ac.uk/student-funding 

_  What information can I get about facilities and  
support services?  
www.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/facilities

_  Where can I find out about sports facilities? 
www.ed.ac.uk/undergraduate/sport 

_  Where can I find out more about transport in  
and around the city? 
www.transportforedinburgh.com  

_  What do your students think?  
www.edin.ac/student-life 

JOIN US

For further information 
about studying Architecture, 
Architectural History & 
Heritage and Landscape 
Architecture, email:

architecture@ed.ac.uk

Read more about our  
programmes at:

www.eca.ed.ac.uk

For further information about 
admissions, contact:

E:  futurestudents@ed.ac.uk 
T: +44 (0) 131 650 3565

To apply, visit:

www.ucas.com/apply

All information is correct at time of going  
to print. No part of this publication may  
be reproduced without permission of  
the University. Novemner 2020 / Issue 11. 

The University of Edinburgh is a charitable 
body, registered in Scotland, with 
registration number SC005336.

Front cover: Dereliction as a Laboratory,  
Finn Delaney, Landscape Architecture  
MA (Hons) 2019.
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